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Definitions of Translation 

Translation is a controversial concept that is hotly debated. There 

are many definitions of translation that revolve around meaning, and the 

different notions of equivalence. Halliday ,describe translation as the 

establishment of textual equivalents, rather than lexical or grammatical 

equivalents. Thus, as stated by Halliday translation is not a mere word-

for-word rendition but, rather, translation is seen as a whole text-to-text 

transplanting. Catford, similar to Halliday, defines translation as „the 

replacement of textual material in one language, i.e. the source language 

(SL) by equivalent textual material in another language, i.e. target 

language (TL).‟ House ,perceives translation as a reproduction of a text in 

an SL in an equivalent text in a TL. Thus, Halliday ,see translation in 

terms of textual equivalence, and not word-for-word equivalence. 

Widdowson ,sees translation from a different perspective. 

He views translation from a communicative perspective. 

Widdowson states that translation should neither operate at the word 

level, the sentence level, the lexical level, or the grammatical level; 

translation should be only at the communicative level. As for Hatim and 

Munday ,they state that there are two distinctive senses of translation: 

translation as a process, and translation as a product. They view 

translation, or to use their words, the ambit of translation as:  

(1) the process of transferring a ST into a TT in a specific socio-cultural 

context; (2) a product which is the result of the previous step; and (3) the 

cognitive, linguistic, visual, cultural and ideological phenomena that are a 

principal component of (1) and (2). This definition seems have greater 

care for the socio-cultural aspects of translation.  



 
 
 

 

Other scholars and researchers; Ahmed, see translation as a process 

that not only implies conveying meaning in a TL, but that should retain 

the same style and tone of a ST: the translated text should not appear to 

be a translation but, rather, should appear to be an original text, wherein 

no translator is visible. This definition focuses on the equivalence level 

between a ST and a TT; it goes beyond lexical equivalence to include 

style and tone, which are difficult to achieve. However, another 

perspective sees translation as reproducing a text in one language in 

another TL to make it accessible to a larger audience ,Ordudari‟s 

definition is more concerned with the aim of translation; that is, to reach a 

greater audience, which applies to many types of texts.   

The equivalence in Translation 

The equivalence is an important concept in the process of translation. 

There are three types of equivalence in translation. 

1) Formal equivalence: 

It focuses on the form of the source language expression. 

Ex: 

 Sami turned a deaf ear to his mother's advice. 

 ٗٔظ١ؾخ ٚاٌذر ِٖٟ ارٔب طّبء ارغباػطٝ عب. 

2) Functional equivalence: 

It focuses on the functional of the source language expression 

independently of the image utilized by translating it into target language 

expression, that performs the same function. 

  ػشع اٌؾبئظ. ٗٚاٌذرضشة عبِٟ ٔظ١ؾخ 

 



 
 
 

 

3) Ideational equivalence: 

Its conveys the communicative sense of the source language expression 

independently of function and form. 

  ٚاٌذرٌُٗ ٠ىزشس عبِٟ ٌٕظ١ؾخ. 

  ٚاٌذرٌُٗ ٠ٙزُ عبِٟ ٌٕظ١ؾخ. 

Ex: Ali is going to move the heaven and earth in order to get his job. 

 .ع١ؾشن ػٍٟ اٌغّبء ٚالاسع فٟ عج١ً اٌؾظٛي ػٍٝ ٘زٖ اٌٛظ١فخ 

 ٌٛػٍٝ ٘زٖ اٌٛظ١فخ. ٗع١م١ُ ػٍٝ اٌذ١ٔب ٚلا٠مؼذ٘ب فٟ عج١ً ؽظ 

 .ع١جزي ػٍٝ لظبس عٙذٖ ١ٌؾظً ػٍٝ ٘زٖ اٌٛظ١فخ 

How does the translator decide  which types of equivalence to 

choose in the translating process? 

Opt depends on the type of the context. If the translator deals with 

legal text or religious text so he/she  should concentrate on formal 

equivalence. While if the translator is dealing with literary texts such 

(novel, poem or idioms). So, she/he should concentrate on functional 

equivalence. Also the type of equivalence in translation depends on the 

target audience which the translator translates for them. In this case the 

translator is advised to use ideational equivalence , like in the translation 

of message and media texts. 

 King Abdullah of Jordan met with King Salman bin Abulaziz of 

Saudi Arabia. 

 اٌضبٟٔ ثؤخ١خ خبدَ اٌؾش١ِٓ اٌشش٠ف١ٓ اٌٍّه عٍّبْ ثٓ ػجذ الله اٌزمٝ علاٌخ اٌٍّه ػجذ 

 ض.٠اٌؼض

 

 اٌضبٟٔ ٍِه اٌٍّّىخ اٌؼشث١خ اٌغؼٛد٠خ عٍّبْ ثٓ ػجذاٌؼض٠ض. اٌزمٝ ٍِه الاسدْ ػجذالله 



 
 
 

 

Methods of Translation 

There are various types of methods of translation that may be adopted by 

translators, the following is an illustration of some of these methods. 

1) Word-for-word Translation and Literal Translation: 

Some students of translation can not distinguish between these two types. 

A- Literal translation " involves the conveyance of denotative meaning 

of a phrases and sentences in a text from one language into another. 

So, it focuses on the structure of TL.  

B- word-for-word translation  is not required because the text 

translated without concerning to the TL structure is method 

described as the worst translation. 

Ex: I bought a red car. 

(أب اشزش٠ذ ؽّشاء  ع١بسح) W-for-W. translation 

  L.T. translation  (ؽّشاءاشزش٠ذ عبسح )

Arabic language sentence based on the verb: 

V + S + sentence complement. 

While English sentence based on the subject: 

S + V + sentence complement. 

A good translator should be aware about the grammar and the 

structure of the source language and the target language. Literal 

translation may falter especially in case of the multi-words units, like 

collocation and idioms which these words express another meaning. That 

is different from the definitions of the individual words. 

 



 
 
 

 

Ex: 

1- Pay visit. 

L.T    .٠ذفغ ص٠بسح  

Idiom    ٠ضٚس فلأب  

2- Take after 

L.T     ثؼذ. ٠ؤخز  

Phrasal verb    ٠ؼزٕٟ ة  

2) Adaptation Translation and Free Translation 

A- Adaptation translation: 

Its a method where the SL text is freely translated into TL text. Its used in 

literary works such as plays. The themes, characters, plots are usually 

presented. While the SL culture is converted to TL culture. 

Ex: 

1. Arabian nights 

 .اٌف ١ٌٍخ ١ٌٍٚخ 

2. Are you drunk? 

 .ْأأٔذ صًّ اٚ عىشا 

   أفمذد ػمٍه؟  

   أأٔذ ِغْٕٛ؟ 

 أثٍخ أذ؟ 

B- Free translation: 

When the SL literary text is relayed into TL, by reproducing  " the matter 

without manner" or the content without the form . It's usually a 



 
 
 

 

paraphrase much long than the original text. In fact many people would 

consider it as translation. 

Ex: You should close the door. 

 L.T   .٠ٕجغٟ ٌه اغلاق اٌجبة 

 F.T  اٌج١ٛد ِٕزششح فٟ ٘زٖ الا٠بَ. خعشل 

So, free translation gives the translator more freedom to interfere, to add 

or omit whatever he or she sees is possible and serves the target language 

text. The following verse written by an examshakespeare as ple regarding 

free translation: 

 Shall I compare thee to a summer‟s day. 

 .)الٛي ثؤْ فزٛره أشجٗ شئ ثظ١ف ع١ًّ)ؽغ١ٓ دثبؽ ً٘ 

   .)ٟٔألا رشج١ٙٓ طفبء اٌظ١ف ) ِؾّذ ػٕب 

 خٍٛطٟ(. ِٓ را ٠مبسْ ؽغٕه اٌّغشٞ ثظ١ف لذ رغٍٝ)طفبء 

So, its quite clear the difference of translation to the same text. This is the 

most optimal example which incarnates the understanding of free 

translation. 

3) Semantic Translation and Communicative Translation: 

According to Peter Newmark there are two types of translation. 

A. Semantic translation: 

Semantic translation attempts to render the exact contextual meaning of 

the original . Newmark also added, " the content and the form is semantic 

translation are one'. So, it basis on auther's thoughts" 

 

 



 
 
 

 

 Are you comfortable? 

 أرشؼش ثبٌشاؽخ ٕ٘ب؟ 

 The criminal begged the mercy from the judge. 

 .ٟاٌزّظ اٌغبٟٔ اٌشؽّخ ِٓ اٌمبض 

B. Communicative translation: 

This kind of translation makes target language smoother, it is concerned 

with the recptors. 

Ex: After a hard day, Sami prepared blood and bone meal to restore his 

strength. 

 ؽضش عبِٟ ٚعجخ دعّخ ١ٌغزشد لٛرثؼذ ٠َٛ شبق ,ٗ. 

Semantic translation is used when the original expressions of author is 

important as the content , such as in religious , political, literary and 

philosoplical texts. While in case of most none literary writing, such as 

journalism, informative articles and technological text. The 

communicative  translation is used. 

Ex" Semantic  V.S. Communicative translation 

 A matter of life or dead. 

 S.T    .أٙب ِغؤٌخ ؽ١بح أٚ ِٛد 

 C.T   .أٙب ِغؤٌخ ِظ١ش٠خ 

4) Pragmatic Translation: 

Pragmatic, is the study of the relationship between linguistic forms 

and the users of these forms. Which refers to show how words are used in 

practical sense. Words could mean different things. 

Ex: I heart this place. 

 .ْاؽججذ ٘زا اٌّىب 



 
 
 

 

 Pragmatic translation also, clarifies the cultural differences between the 

source and the target language. 

 ِضبي:

 طؾخ ٕٚ٘ب. (1

1. health and well. (not familiar in west culture). 

2. Enjoy your meal OR bone appetite. 

 رؼجه ساؽخ. (2

1. Your tiredness is comfort. ( not common in west culture). 

2. Don't mention it. 

 ٠طٍت ِٕىُ اٌمشة. (3

1. He asked to be closer to you. ( does not make sense in west 

culture). 

2. He wants to marry your daughter. 

4) Iam blue. 

 صمبفزٕب اٌؼشث١خ(.أب صسلبء. ) ١ٌظ ٌٙب ِؼٕٝ فٟ  .1

 أب ؽض٠ٕخ. .2

Translation Procedures 

Newmark (1988) 

 Translation procedures are " technical devices used to transfer the 

meaning of a text in one language into a text in another language.  

Newmark procedures are: 

1. Transference: 

The process of transferring from the source language (SL) to the target 

language(TL) text. It includes transliteration, Harvey called it 

transcription. 



 
 
 

 

Ex: 

1) The holy Quran 

 اٌمشاْ اٌىش٠ُ. (1

2)  ( Cricket. 

 ٌؼجذ اٌىشوذ. (2

2. Borrowing: 

One of the direct translation procedures where the SL word is transferred 

directly to the TL. To fill the semantic gap between the SL text and the 

TL text. 

Ex: 

1-Pizza                2-Zakah                 3-Agenda. 

3. Calque: 

Its a type of borrowing where the SL word or expression is 

transferring literally, which means to copy or model; i.e, the " the 

equivalent thus produced is modlled after the SL word or expression. It is 

also known as loan translation. 

Ex: 

1) Honeymoon      

 اٌؼغً.شٙش  .1

2) Brainwash 

 غغً دِبؽ. .2

3) From bad to worse 

 ِٓ عٟء اٌٝ اعٛء. .3

  Also, it can be "acronymic calque", a word can be formed by combining 

the initial letters of a multipart names. 



 
 
 

 

EX: 

1- NATO  = North Atlantic Treaty Organization. 

2- OPIC  = Oil Producing and Exporting Countries. 

4. Naturalization: 

 It adapts the SL words first to the normal pronunciation then the normal 

morphology of the TL. 

EX: 

1) Olympics 

 الاٌؼبة الاٌّٚج١خ. .1

2) Philosophy 

 فٍغفخ. .2

5. Cultural equivalent: 

It means " replacing  a cultural word in the source language with 

appropriate cultural word in the target language". 

Ex: 

1) Romeo and Juliet. 

 ل١ظ ١ٌٍٚٝ.  .1

2) The three little pigs. 

 اٌخشاف اٌضلاصخ. .2

6. Functional equivalent: 

It requires the " use of a cultural free words sometimes with a new 

specific term". 

Ex" 

1) Dead letter 

 ؽجش ػٍٝ ٚسق. .1



 
 
 

 

2) Deaf ear 

 ضشة ػشع اٌؾبئظ. .2

3) Hello 

 .ٗاٌغلاَ ػ١ٍىُ ٚسؽّخ الله ٚثشوبر .3

4) Bye 

 ٚؽفظخ. فٟ سػب٠خ الله .4

7. Shift or Transportation: 

It means the " linguistic change that occurs on translating process from 

SL to TL ". 

EX: 

1) When she arrived 

 ػٕذِب ٚطٍذ.ػٕذ ٚطٌٛٙب اٚ  .1

2) Before she comes back. 

 لجً ػٛدرٙب اٚ لجً اْ رؼٛد. .2

Why translation? 

Translation is necessary for the spread of information, knowledge, 

and ideas. It is absolutely necessary for effective and empathetic 

communication between different cultures. Translation, therefore, is 

critical for social harmony and peace. 

Enables effective communication between people around the 

world. It is a courier for the transmission of knowledge, a protector of 

cultural heritage, and essential to the development of a global economy. 

Highly skilled translators are key and cultural Bridger. 

Studies helps practitioners to develop those skills. Translation 

Studies entails the systematic examination of translation both as an 



 
 
 

 

applied practice and also as a means of understanding the movement and 

transfer between diverse languages and cultures. 

What are the qualifications of a translator? 

1- A translators should have a mastery of the source and the target 

languages. Besides, the requirements of the modern life are becoming 

more and more complicated, and a translator is now often required to 

know more than two languages. Three languages are becoming norm. 

 

2- The translators should have a good general knowledge of what he 

translates. The best translators are those who are also specialists in the 

field with which they are concerned. The translator is therefore 

required to acquire a general knowledge of the material or the field he 

works in. Programmes for translators usually contain such courses as 

economics, politics, and international organazitions.   

 

3- The translator should interested in what he translates. A bored 

translator is a bad translator. Good translations are normally the work 

of genuinely interested persons. 

 

4- It is sometimes said that only a poet can translates a poem into another 

poem. what he translates. 

The most workable definition of translation is the following „ 

Translation is replacing a text in one  language by another text in another 

language‟.  

A text is a linguistic unit, which higher than a sentence, and consists of 

one sentence or more. It is highly dependent on the context, and may be 

oral or written. 



 
 
 

 

The definition involves two languages, which is translation poper. 

Replacing a text by another text in the same language is often termed 

rewording or interpretation. Translation proper is always between two 

languages.  A text may appear in several languages , e.g., an Arabic story 

may be rendered into English or any other language. 

 The whole text may be replaced as in the following example: 

I was listening to the radio. 

 .وٕذ اطغٟ اٌٝ اٌّز٠بع 

 

 Or part of the text may be rendered into another language as in 

following example: 

 ٛوٕذ اطغٟ اٌٝ اٌشاد٠. 

In the last example, the term „radio‟ is not translated for one reason or 

another; it is directly borrowed from the original. 

The source language and the target language: 

The language of the original is termed the source language, and the 

language into which a text is translated is called the target language. In 

the following example Arabic is the source language and English is the 

target language: 

 ػٍٝ رٍه اٌشغشح ط١ش ع١ًّ.. 1

1. There are a beautiful bird on the tree. 

Similarly, we may use the term „source text„ for (1) and the „target text‟ 

for (2). The term „ source „ and „ target „ will be used attributively in 

„source culture„ and „taget culture.‟                                                             

 



 
 
 

 

Translation theories 

Translation, both as process and product, is concerned with language. It is 

a linguistic activity. Translation theories may be divided into two main 

classes: 

1. literary theories of translation. 

2. Linguistic theories of translation. 

 

1. Literary theories of translation: 

Such kind of theories are based on various schools of literary criticism, 

and consider translation as an art. Such theories view translation as an 

activity, which is essential for a comparative study of literature. These 

theories of translation are characterized by being highly subjective. 

2. Linguistic theories of translation: 

Such type of theories seeks a more objective basis for translation studies. 

They make use of various linguistic theories. For those scholars, a 

translation theory is part of a general linguistic theory. They exploit basic 

linguistic categories to investigate problems of translation. 

Types of texts: 

Translation has been defined in terms of replacing one text with 

another in two different languages. It is therefore important to know that 

the process of translation will naturally differ according to the type of the 

text involved. There are obviously many types of texts, but for the 

purpose of translation these types may be divided into two main classes: 

 



 
 
 

 

(1) Informative texts: 

Informative texts basically aim to conveying information for these texts, 

content is all important, whereas the style of expressing the content 

(form) is secondary. To this class of texts belong scientific, commercial 

and legal writings, to common only a few. 

 Informative texts basically aim to conveying information for these texts, 

content is all important, whereas the style of expressing the content 

(form) is secondary. To this class of texts belong scientific, commercial 

and legal writings, to common only a few. 

(2) Creative texts: 

In creative texts, content is not so important as the way which the writer 

uses to convey to the content. These texts do not depend so much on the 

information which they convey to the reader or hearer as on their 

aesthetic effect. Literary essays, novels, plays and above all poetry 

belongs to the creative class of texts. 

 Some tips regarding the translation of culture-specific items 

The translator has to be aware of the cultural similarity and differences 

,as in transferring the symbols, for instance, the similarity between Arabic 

:and English cultural symbols. 

lion is a symbol to courage or bravery and the fox is a symbol to 

treachery or cunning and the snake is a symbol to evil:   

for example: 

He is as brave as a lion                            شغبع وبلأعذ  

He is as cunning as a fox                  ِبوش وبٌضؼٍت 

He is a snake in the grass                                                    ْخج١ش وبٌضؼجب 



 
 
 

 

While " the owl" indicates to difference issues, in Arab culture it refer to 

jinx or bad omen while in west culture in means wisdom and dignity. The 

same with " moon" in Arab heritage or culture it indicates to beauty while 

in west culture is use for referring to bad habits. 

For example: 

 John looked so owlish in his new suit  .  

  اٌغذ٠ذح ٗثذا عْٛ ٚلٛسا فٟ ثذٌز. 

  She is as changeable as the moon. 

 وبٌمّش ِزغ١شح اٌّضاط ٟ٘. 

The Linguistic sign 

Language is often defined as a system of sign. A sign is roughly defined 

as something which stands for somehting else. Thus in the traffic light, 

the red and green colors are signs which stand for „stop‟ „go‟ as 

understood by driver. A policeman who puts up his hand to stop the traffic 

is using a sign; smoking coming out of a window is a sign which stand 

for certain things or ideas. However, the most common type of signs is 

linguistic signs. Linguistic signs are used by human beings to 

communicate. 

     The two classes of signs are recognized in semiotic (the science which 

studies signs) limguistic signs and non-linguistic signs. In translation as 

in human communication in general linguistic signs are by far more 

important than non-linguistic signs. A linguistic sign is used for a single 

word, as phrase, a clause, or a whole sentence. For example, the linguistic 

sign „ tree‟ stand for the external world.   



 
 
 

 

    Translation is sometimes viewed as a process of replacing a linguistic 

sign by another linguistic or non-linguistic sign. Thus three types of 

translation may be recoqnized:  

1- Replacing linguistic signs by other linguistic signs in the same 

language; this is sometimes termed „  rewording or interpreting‟. 

2- Replacing linguistic signs by other linguistic signs  

in different languages this is termed translation proper. 

3- Replacing linguistic signs by non-linguistic signs; this is termed 

transmutation, or intersemiotic translation as translating a paly into 

an opera or into music. 

Object Language and Metalanguage 

In linguistic, we use language to speak about language; both the raw 

material and the means of description are languages. The language of 

description is called metalanguage and the language which is described is 

called object language. For        example: 

1. Arabic has five 2
nd

 person pronouns: 

 أزٓ, أزُ , أزّب , أذ , أٔذ . .1

Here English is the metalanguage; Arabic is the object language. English 

is used to describe Arabic. In the next example both the object and the 

metalanguage are the same, English: 

2. English has one form of 2
nd

 pronoun, the form „ you‟. 

This distinction is important for translation, which usually involves 

metalanguage but not object language. 

 



 
 
 

 

Word Meaning 

      Word meaning consists of word meaning, sentence meaning and text 

meaning. What is the meaning of the word? This is common question 

which is asked by anyone who comes in contact with a foreign language, 

whether in his capacity as a learner or a translator. The sumption behind 

this and similar questions is that the meaning of sentence or utterence is 

the aggregate meaning of the words comprising it. There is much truth in 

this view, an essential part of the sentence is the meaning of the words 

make up that sentence, for example: 

1. The sphinx saw the griffon. 

One has to know the meanings of the words „sphinx‟ ,„saw‟ , and „griffon‟ 

in addition to the definite article. The problem which philosophers and 

semantics face is how to define „meaning‟. What does one exaclty mean 

by „meaning‟ ? Meaning is general word which is in everyday use, and is 

not very useful in serious studies. It needs to be defined more precisely. 

       Meaning is often defined in terms of signification; a linguistic sign 

the signifer , stands for, represents or signifies, something the signified. 

Linguistic disagree about the nature of what is signified; it is a mental 

image, a psychologyical concept or a concrete thing in the external world 

for this reason, a neutral term is often used, significatum, to refer to the 

signified thing. 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

 

Classes of Words 

1- Closed class words(grammatical words). 

2- Open class (lexical words). 

      In example „1‟ the item „sphinx‟, „saw‟, and „griffon‟ are lexical 

words. They belong to open-class words. The word „the‟ on the other 

hand , is a closed class or grammatical word. Lexical words include the 

traditional parts of speech, verbs, nouns, adjectives, and adverbs. They 

are termed open classes in that they cannot be listed exhaustively. It is 

difficult to say how many nouns or verbs there are in a language. Closed 

class words can be listed exhuastively. They include determiners  

(the, article, demonstratives, etc) prepositions (of, to, on, etc), 

pronouns(he, we, which, etc) , conjunctions ( and, that, but etc), model 

verbs in English (can, may, will, must etc) and primary verbs in English 

(be, have, do). 

Denotation 

 Denotation is the definition found in a dictionary;  it defines the 

class rather than any individual.  Thus the definition of „cow‟ as: a mature 

female having animal of the genus but defines the class cows. Thus the 

denotation of the „cow‟ points to the whole class.  

 Denotation normally determines the reference of a word when it 

is uttered. We normally use the word „cow‟ to refer to a cetain „cow‟ and 

the word „fox‟ to refer to a „fox‟ or group of foxes. The reference or an 

expression falls within its connotation. We cannot points to a „fox‟ and 

say: „Look at the cat‟. Because these words „fox‟ and „cat‟ differ in 

denotation. Similarly , the denotation of the word is the source texts 

determines its equivalent in the target text.  



 
 
 

 

For example: 

1. The lion is chasing a deer. 

2. The denotation of „ lion‟ and „deer‟ is normally preserved.  

  الاعذ ٠طبس غضالاا  .3

Connotation 

 Connotation is the shade of meaning acquired by a word in 

addition to its denotation. Thus, the denotation of „ lion‟ is a class of 

animals. But this word also conveys such properties as strength, bravery, 

nobleness. Connotation is often culture-specific and is the most difficult 

part of meaning to translate. Two words in two languages may have the 

same denotation but a different connotation. The  have the same 

denotation,  َٛث„owl‟ and They point to the same class of birds, but the 

similarity ends there, „ owl‟ occurs in English literature as a symbole of 

wisdom; in Arabic literature and even in its daily use, it symbloizes ill-

omen. Thus (1) and (2) are translational equivalents at the level of 

denotation; they are non-equivalent at the level of connotation. 

 .وبٌجَٛ ٗأ. 1

1. He is like an owl . 

Dictionary and contextual meaning 

     The student of translation has to distinquishes between the dictionary 

and the contextual meaning in other words, each word has a dictionary 

meaning but in the same time that meaning can be changed by their 

relation with other words inside the text.  

 



 
 
 

 

Such relation is called „paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations‟ for 

instance , the word (ٝطغ) (ْرغبٚص اٌؾذ فٟ اٌؼظ١ب) in the Arabic dictionary 

 as in the holy verse of Qur‟an which translated (ار٘ت اٌٝ فشػْٛ أٗ طغٝ)

into „ to wax insolent‟ and „ transgress all bounds‟ while the contextual 

meaning ( أب ٌّب طغٝ اٌّبء ؽٍّٕبوُ  فٟ اٌغبس٠خ ) is different as in  

which translated by the specialized translators into overflow/rise beyond 

its limits‟. 

Grammatical words 

    Grammatical words (determiners including article, pronouns, 

prepositions and auxiliary verbs) acquire their meaning within the 

grammatical system of the language to which they belong. thus the 

English articles ( the, a, and zero) have their meaning within the system 

of English determiners. Similarly ,  أذ the meaning of the Arabic personal 

pronouns. 

for example , is determined by the pronoun system of the Arabic 

language. أذ And 

In translation grammatical words are not translated i.e., not replaced by 

equivalent grammatical words in the target language. They are replaced 

by suitable elements of the grammar of the target language, including 

zero elements (omission). 

1. Life is beautiful. 

This example contains two grammatical forms, the  zero article before 

“life” and “is”. They are not replaced by equivalent grammatical words in 

Arabic, as is the case with the lexical words “life” and “beautiful”. They 

are rather replaced by suitable (often non-equivalent) words in the target 

language. 
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The English zero article is replaced by the definite    article  اي   

Idioms 

    The meaning or definition of an idioms, is the expression that cannot 

be understood from the meanings of its separate words but that has a 

separate meaning of its own. The student has to differentiates between 

idioms. And here are some examples upon idioms. 

1) Knife 

1. A war of the knife.                                                 .ؽشة لا ٘ٛادح ف١ٙب  

2. under the knife.                                               عشاؽ١خ.٠خضغ ٌؼ١ٍّخ  

3. Before you say a knife.                                                      فغؤح      

 

2) Nose 

1. A nose of wax.                                                     ًٙالأم١بدشخض ع.    

2. Under one‟s nose.                                                             اِبَ ػ١ٕ١خ   

3. To bite(snap) a person‟s nose off.                        ٠خبطت ثؾذح ٚغضت  

4. To count(tell) the noses. ٠ؾظٟ ػذد الأشخبص اٚ الأطٛاد                      

5. To cut off one‟s nose to spite one‟s face. 

         ٠ٕضي اٌضشس ثّظبٌؾخ اٌشخظ١خ فٟ ٔٛثخ غضت.

6. To follow one‟s nose.                                           .ُ٠زمذَ فٟ خظ ِغزم١               

7. To keep one‟s nose to the grindstone.                .٠ٛاطً اٌؼًّ ثّٙخ ٚوذ 

8. To lead a person by the nose.                                    ٍطٛع اِشح. ٠ٗغؼ   

9. To nose around.                     ٠جؾش اٌىٍت ػٓ اٌفش٠غخ. ٠ززجغ )٠شّشُ( الاخجبس  

10. To nose down.                                              .١ّ٠ً اٌطبئشح ٔؾٛ الأسع 

11. To pay through the nose.                          .٠ذفغ صّٕب اػٍٝ ِّب ٠غت ثىض١ش 

12. To turn up one‟s nose at.                                        اٌٝ. ثبصدساء٠ٕظش  



 
 
 

 

3) Dog  

1. Our company is going to the dogs.    ػٍٝ ٚشه الأفلاط. ,ػٍٝ ؽبفخ اٌٙب٠ٚخ  

2. Let sleeping dogs lie.                                   اٌفزٕخ ٔبئّخ ٌؼٓ الله ِٓ أ٠مظٙب 

3. He is leading a life of dogs.                .٠ؼ١ش ؽ١بح وٍٙب ِشبوً ٚاضطشاثبد 

4. It is raining cats and dogs.                                           .رّطش ثغضاسح 

5. These are the dogs days of summer.                    اشذ الأ٠بَ ؽشاسح ط١فب 

6. Tom leads a dog‟s life.                                                    .ؽ١بح طؼجخ 

7. Every dog has its day.                                               .ٌىً ِٕب ٠َٛ عؼذ         

8. He is putting on the dog.                                         ٍُ٠زظب٘ش ثبٌضشاء/ثبٌؼ                    

9. This T.V. Is a dog.                                                       .ع١ئ اٌظٕبػخ   

10.  Advertising is a dog-eat-dog business.        .ػًّ رغٍت ػ١ٍٗ سٚػ إٌّبفغخ  

4) Run 

1. The rebels tried to run weapons across the borders.         ٠ٙشة      

2. Tom ran a red light.                                          .)٠ضشة)اشبسح اٌّشٚس  

3. Mary ran an errand for her mother.                            .٠ز٘ت ٌؼًّ ِب   

4. The bus ran a mile every 40 seconds.                               .٠مطغ ِغبفخ   

5. The college runs computer courses every summer.                  .ُ٠ٕظ 

6. The fence runs round the garden.                                              .٠ّزذ   

7. He didn‟t know how to run the engine.                                .ً٠شغ 

8. Ali runs a company.                                                               ٠ذ٠ش.  

9. He will run in the election.                                         ٌلأزخبثبد٠ششؼ  

 

Journalistic Texts 

 Journalistic texts are like commercial texts in that their main 

function is to convey information. But the style of these texts is also 

important. The language of mass media has developed a special style, 

which often aims at conveying information in a thrilling or even dramatic 

way to attract the attention of the reader, or to influence the opinion of 



 
 
 

 

certain sections of the public or the ruling party. Such a style requires that 

certain aspects of new items be given special prominence.  

 Headlines have also their own ways of attraction the attention of 

the reader. In English, informationally empty forms(including auxiliaries 

and articles) are usually deleted from headlines. Only semantically heavy 

words are retained. Furthermore, newspaper headlines normally use block 

language for two reasons: to give prominence to certain items which have 

much news value, and to save space. Here are some examples: 

1. Interior minister says everything under control. 

2. Woman claims harassement by boss. 

3. French defeat ubexpected. 

The full forms would be: 

1. The interior minister says that everything is under control. 

2. A woman claims that she has been harassed by her boss. 

3. The French defeat has been unexpected. 

 Note also the use of the simple present instead of the present 

perfect. An adeguate translation of journalistic texts requires that the 

conventions of the target language be observed. For example, Arabic has 

no auxiliaries, the articles are normally in headlines, the verb often 

appears either in the present ( the imperfect) or in its infinitive form. 

 ٟرؾذ اٌغ١طشح. ءٚص٠ش اٌذاخ١ٍخ ٠مٛي اْ وً ش 

 رذػٟ اْ سئ١غٙب ٠ضب٠مٙب. اِشأح 

 .خغبسح فشٔغب غ١ش ِزٛلؼخ 

 

 



 
 
 

 

Application: 

ٌضئجك فٟ رّٛص, ٚاٌذ١ًٌ ٠ؾشن ثؼذ اْ عٍٕب فٟ اٌّذ٠ٕخ وٍٙب, ٚأعشح اٌؼشثخ رظؼذ وب 

٠ٚٙض وزف١خ شبو١ب اعفب, ٚلفٕب ػٕذ ثٛاثخ وج١شح اٌٝ عبٔجٙب ِظجبػ طغ١ش ضئ١ً. فزشعً  ٗسأع

 اٌذ١ًٌ ٚلبي وّٓ أضي ػ١ٍخ اٌٛؽٟ: 

اٌٝ ث١ذ ػّٟ ٚ٘ٛ ث١ذ ١ٍ٠ك ثه. فٕضٌذ ٚاٌؾم١جخ ث١ذٞ ِٚش١ذ  عآخزن أضي ع١ٕٛس, أب ٠ب

١ك ِٕٚٗ اٌٝ عبؽخ صُ ٚساءٖ, ٚوبْ اٌّظجبػ ػٕذ اٌجبة اخش ػٙذٞ ثبٌٕٛس. ِش١ٕب فٟ صلبق ض

شجٗ عبدح ف١ٙب شجٗ لٕذ٠ً. صُ ٚطٍٕب اٌٝ صلبق ِظٍُ فٛلف اٌذ١ًٌ ف١ٗ ٚلبي: اػطٕٟ ٠ذن. فؤٔضٌٕٟ 

 رشٜ. . لذ ٚطٍٕب. فزٕفغذ اٌظؼذاء ٚلٍذ: أ٠م١ُ ػّٗ رؾذ الأسع ٠بفلا رخدسعب ٚ٘ٛ ٠مٛي 

 It was rising like the mercury level in July.      ٟرّٛص رظؼذ وبٌضئجك ف   

 The interpreter/guide.                                                             .ًاٌذ١ٌ 

 Shaking his head and shrugging his shoulders.     ٠ؾشن سأعٗ ٠ٚٙض وزف١خ   

 A small warning with lamp.                                 ًِظجبػ طغ١ش ضئ١   

 My last contact with light.                                          اخش ػٙذٞ ثبٌٕٛس  

 A so-called street.                                                               شجٗ عبدح  

 He heaved a sigh of relief.  .رٕفظ اٌظؼذاء                                          

 

 وبٔذ ٌٟ ع١بسح وج١شح, أسرٕٟ إٌغَٛ فٟ اٌظٙش. رٌه أٙب وبٔذ رغزفذ ِٓ اٌجٕض٠ٓ ٚاٌض٠ذ وً ِب

اٌّٛطً. صُ اْ  ثآثبسرشجغ ؽزٝ فىشد فٟ اْ اطً خضأٙب  ٘ٛ ِؼشٚع فٟ طش٠مٙب ِّٕٙب, صُ لا

ؤلف خضاْ اٌّبء وبْ ٠غٍٟ وبٌّشعً ثؼذ دلبئك ل١ٍٍخ ِٓ اٌغ١ش. فزجذٚ ٌٟ ػلاِخ اٌخطش اٌؾّشاء, ف

ٚاغ١ش ٌٙب اٌّبء صُ أعزؤٔف اٌغ١ش, ٚ٘ىزا.... ٚ٘زا فٟ اٌشزبء, فى١ف ثٙب فٟ اٌظ١ف؟ ٌٚٙزا 

طشد اشزشٞ اٌضٍظ ٚأؽشٛ ثٗ خضأٙب ثذلا ِٓ اٌّبء. ٚلا اسوجٙب الا ِٚؼٟ رخ١شح وبف١خ ِٓ اٌٛاػ 

 ثإؽذٜاٌضٍظ ػٍٝ اٌّمبػذ اٌخٍف١خ. ٚلذ اوْٛ عبئشا ِغزجطب, ساضٟ إٌفظ, ِٕششػ اٌظذس, ٚارا 

 اٌؼغٍز١ٓ اٌخٍف١ز١ٓ لذ خشعذ ِٓ ِؾٛس٘ب ٚر٘جذ رغشٞ ٚؽذ٘ب فٟ اٌطش٠ك.

 It gave me all sorts of experiences. 

 .أسرٕٟ إٌغَٛ فٟ اٌظٙش 

 



 
 
 

 

 The oil-wells of mousl. 

 .ًاثبس اٌّٛط 

 The radiator. 

 .خضاْ اٌّبء 

  The boiler. 

 .اٌغلا٠خ 

 To fill with. 

 ٛؽشب, ٠ؾش 

 Content. 

  ٟإٌفظ.ساض 

 Satisfied. 

 .ِٕششػ اٌظذس 

      Now is no time to think of baseball, he thought. Now is the time think 

of only one thing. That which I was born for. There might be a big one 

around that school, he thought. I picked up only a straggler from the 

albacore that were feeding. But they are working far out and fast. 

Everything that shows on the surface today travels very fast and to the 

north east. Can that be the time of day? Or is it some sign of weather that 

I do not know. He could not see the green of the shore now but only the 

tops of the blue hills that showed white as though they were snow-capped 

and the clouds that looked like high snow mountains in the water. The 

myriad flecks of the plankton were annulled now by the high sun and it 

was only the great deep prisms in the blue water that the old man saw 

now with his lines going straight down into the water that was a mile 

deep.  

 The thing that I was born for. 

 ٗاٌزٞ ٌٚذد ِٓ اعٍ ٟءاٌش. 

 



 
 
 

 

 Straggler. 

 .ِزششد 

 Albacore. 

 .عّه ثؾشٞ وج١ش 

 The tops of the blue hills. 

 

 .لُّ اٌزلاي اٌضسلبء 

 Snow-capped. 

 ِؼّّخ ثبٌضٍٛط. 

 

 The myriad flecks of the plankton were annulled by the high sun. 

 

 .ٖفٍّب اسرفؼذ اٌشّظ رلاشذ ِلا٠ٓ اٌىبئٕبد اٌظغ١شح اٌطبف١خ ػٍٝ عطؼ ا١ٌّب 

 

Good luck 

 

 


